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AB STR ACT
Point cloud data reconstruction is the basis of point cloud data processing. The reconstruction effect has a great impact on application. For the problems of
low precision, large error, and high time consumption of the current scattered point cloud data reconstruction algorithm, a new algorithm of scattered point
cloud data reconstruction based on local convexity is proposed in this paper. Firstly, according to surface variation based o n local outlier factor (SVLOF), the
noise points of point cloud data are divided into near outlier and far outlier, and filtered for point cloud data preprocessing. Based on this, the algorithm based
on local convexity is improved. The method of constructing local connection point set is used to replace triangulation to ana lyze the relationship of neighbor
points. The connection part identification method is used for data reconstruction. Experimental results show that, the proposed method can reconstruct the
scattered point cloud data accurately, with high precision, small error and low time consumption.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the laser 3D imaging technology has developed rapidly, and the application scope of the 3D imaging system is also expanding (Yu, 2017; Li and
Kim, 2015). In order to meet the need of practical applications, various systems with different imaging methods emerge (Zhou, and Zhang, 2015). The
demand for the precision of the point cloud data processing is getting higher and higher, and the point cloud data processing technology is developing
continuously (Andrews et al., 2015). In the process of measurement, because there are no obvious geometric distribution in most cases and no obvious
topological structure between data points with no organizational order, the whole point cloud presents a state of scattered and irregularities (Jia et al.,
2016). The reconstruction of the scattered point cloud data has become the key subject for researchers (Zhang et al., 2016).
In the literature (Hu et al., 2015), a scattered point cloud data reconstruction algorithm based on improved Ball Pivoting is proposed. For the
existing problem of Ball Pivoting, the k-d tree is built for the initial point cloud data to improve the time efficiency of the searching area algorithm (Du
and Hu, 2018; Lind et al, 2016; Sarikaya, 2018). By using the improved variable radius searching algorithm, the algorithm can process uneven point cloud
data without generating hole (Bhavani and Jiji, 2018; Ezenwoke et al., 2018; Susanth and Kalayathankal, 2018). The grid topology is optimized. However,
the time consumption of reconstruction with this method is high. In the literature (Tang et al., 2017), a tree reconstruction algorithm based on pint cloud
data is proposed. Based on improved PC2Tree software, the 3D model of tree is reconstructed according to the topology of the skeleton point and the
feature point. However, the reconstruction model obtained by this method is fuzzy and cannot be used for accurate identification. In the literature (Liu and
Qin, 2017), a method of building facade reconstruction in data sparse region based on rule inference and point cloud data validation is proposed. Four
neighborhood template matching method is used to reason the location and type of facade geometric structure of point cloud data sparse region. However,
this method has not classified the point cloud data, which leads to the larger error of reconstruction (Lavanya, 2018).
To address the above problems, an algorithm of scattered point cloud data reconstruction based on local convexity in this paper. Experimental
results show that, the proposed method can reconstruct the scattered point cloud data accurately, with high precision, small error and low time
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consumption. It can provide theoretical basis for the further research and development of the subject (Aragona et al, 2018; C hen et al, 2016; Ekman et al,
2017; Li and Wang, 2018; Lv, 2016; Mohammed and Sajjanhar, 2016; Yang et al, 2016)..

2. Scattered Point Cloud Data Reconstruction Algorithm Based on Local Convexity
2.1 Scattered point cloud data preprocessing
As the massive point cloud data is disorder and redundancy, the point cloud data is needed to be preprocessed before registration, including outlier
identification and filtering. The current outlier identification methods include the density-based method, the distance-based method, the depth-based
method, the distribution-based method, and the clustering-based method (Li, Stoddart and Hitchens, 2017).
In this paper, a method of surface variation based local outlier factor (SVLOF) is proposed. The idea of the method is the ou tliers are to be found and
divided into outliers far from the main entity and outliers near the main entity. The two kinds of outliers are classified and filtered. The 3D area growth
method is used for far outlier identification and SVLOF is for analysis of near outlier.
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where ni denotes the data point, ni denotes the center point of the microtangent plane fitted at the data point. The eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of the point and its neighborhood can reflect the characteristics of local surface of the point. Based on this, the surface variation can be
defined to identify the outlier (Nurunnabi, West and Belton, 2015).
The surface variation is defined by
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If the point is an outlier, the surface variation of the point is large. However, the areas of corner and ridge also have lar ger surface
variation, so the surface variation cannot be used as a unique identifier of outlier detection. Therefore, SVLOF is introduced to detect the outlier.
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As the massive point cloud data is disorderly in this paper, the traditional method cannot be applied well. Therefore, a method of area
growth based on distance query is proposed for the non -topological point cloud data. The steps of this method are as follows.
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After filtering, the main entity of point cloud and near outlier is remained. The near outlier is needed to be identified.
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Firstly, by using Eq. (1)-Eq. (3), the surface variation of each point in the point cloud data is calculated, and the points with larger surface
variation are determined as the potential outlier.
Secondly, by using Eq. (4), SVLOF of all potential outliers are calculated. If the value of SVLOF is larger than the threshold, the point is
considered as an outlier, and filtered. Outlier filtering is shown in Fig. 1.
Three-dimensional
area growth
Filter away from the
group
SVLOF calculation
Near outlier filtering

Figure 1 The process of outlier filtering

2.2 Scattered point cloud data reconstruction algorithm based on local convexity
The local convexity algorithm is mainly applied to urban environment data processing. The basic idea is to divide the data po ints by using the
geometric characteristics between 3D data points. The points belonging to the same object is divided into the same area for reconstru ction. The
local convexity algorithm has the problems of poor detail processing and heavy computation. In this paper, the local con vexity algorithm is
improved. The method of constructing local connection point set is used to replace triangulation to analyze the relationship of neighbor points and
the connection part identification method is used for data reconstruction. The complexit y of the improved algorithm is reduced.
Local convexity is to measure the characteristics of the local surface around the two adjacent measured points, as shown in F ig. 2. Arbitrary two
points pi and p j , the displacement vector is di , j  d j ,i . If the two normal vectors ni and n j are in the same direction or all points on any
surface are under the other surface, the two points will satisfy the condition of local convexity, denoted as convexity value ci , j . If the two point is
to satisfy the local convexity, the value of ci , j is close to 1, otherwise close to 0.

ni
dj,i

αj,i γ

nj

pi
pj

Figure 2 Local convexity
Convexity value ci , j is defined by
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The dot product of the surface normal vector ni and n j is to measure whether the direction is the same. If the result is equal to 1, it
represents the direction is the same. If the result is equal to 0, it represents the direction is opposite. vnSim and vnSimF is a constant, respectively.

vnSim is normal similarity soft threshold, which is used to compare the angle between noise and normal vector. vnSimF is the tangent slope at vnSim ,
vconv and vconvF are constants, SumLI is convexity soft threshold, which is the allowed maximum angle of the other points above the surface.
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directions is consistent, minus is added in the function

sigm is
sigm .

monotone decreasing, in order to ensure the maximum value when the normal
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sigm( x, , m)

is the soft threshold of S-type function (Klyuzhin and Sossi, 2017), which is given by

sigm( x, , m)  0.5 
where



is the effective threshold,

0.5( x   )m
1  ( x   ) 2 m2

(6)

m is range parameter affecting the tangent slope at the threshold.

The process of depth image processing is as follows. Firstly, the point cloud data detected by 3D imaging system is projected as the pixel
of depth image by using projection raster method (Dougan, 2015). When the 3D point cloud data is converted to the depth image, any 3D point is
required to correspond to the pixel

(u, v) of

the depth image with the depth

r(u , v ) . It should be noted that 3D imaging system may have

insufficient resolution in data collection. When the measured point is projected to the pixel, there will be fuzzy. It can be solved by discarding all
the measured points except the points nearest the pixel. Secondly, each pixel in the obtained depth image is backprojected to the 3D point cloud
data. So the adjusted point cloud data can be filtered out of some redundant points compared with the previous scattered poin t cloud and the pixel

(u, v)

has the information of distance

r.

Because the neighbor points in the 3D point cloud do not necessarily belong to the same object, the boundary is needed to be decided to
determine whether the local connection points belong to the same object, which is obtaine d with discontinuities of depth values. For any two
neighbor pixels

i

and

j,

the connection value is used to determine the boundary. If

li , j is close to 1, it represents the two neighbor pixels

probably belong to the same part, otherwise, if it is close to 0, it is more impossible to belong to the same part.
If the absolute variation of depth values of two neighbor pixels and the relative vari ation of depth values of left neighbor pixel and right
neighbor pixel are limited, the two pixels belonging to the same part. Therefore, In the four ordered neighbor pixels, the co nnection value
influenced by three variables of
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vrDiff and vrNDiff are constants, vrDiff is the soft threshold of depth variation, vrNDiff is the soft threshold of relative variation of depth

value of left neighbor pixel,

vrNF (r )

is the tangent slope at

vrNDiff .

After obtaining the local connection point set by analyzing the relationship of neighbor points, so it is necessary to judge reconstruction
standard for the point in local connection point set. The reconstruction standard is given by

 ture if ci , j  li , j  vst
si , j  
else
 false
where vst is the threshold of reconstruction standard. si , j is symmetric and si , j  s j ,i . If the value of si , j is

(8)

ture , it represents the points p
i

and p j belong to the same part.
In the original algorithm, the computation of pred is also used to reconstruct the data points. The computation of pred is given by

pred ( g )  ture iff i, m   g j ,, l   g : si , j    sl , m  ture (9)
where  g is the set of point cloud data to be reconstruction, i, j, m,, l is the data point in the set.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Several point cloud data model is selected for experiments. The experiments environment is with Intel I5 (3210 M , 2.50 GHz) CPU, 4 GB
memory, and Windows 7 (64 bit). Through multiple data testing and reconstruction effect analysis, the experimental parameters are optimized. The


parameters are set as follows. vnSim  14.8062 , vconv  7.67 , vnSimF  10 , vconvF  1.154 , vrDiff  0.136 , vrNDiff  1.90154 , and

vrSB  10.03m . The value of vst ranges from 0.25 to 0.55, which is adjusted to achieve the best effect of reconstruction.
The reconstructed mesh density is obtained in the cases of different thresholds of reconstruction standard, as shown in Fig. 3.
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(a) Reconstruction standard threshold is 0.3

(b) Reconstruction standard threshold is 0. 35

(c) Reconstruction standard threshold is 0.4

(d) Reconstruction standard threshold is 0.5
Figure 3 Reconstruction results obtained with different reconstruction standard thresholds
From Fig. 3, when the reconstruction threshold standard is different, the reconstructed mesh density is different. When the r econstruction
standard threshold is 0.35, the mesh density is the largest, which ensures the accuracy of recon struction. Therefore, the reconstruction effect of
scattered point cloud data is the best. Fig. 4 shows the scattered point cloud data model with preprocessing and without prep rocessing. Fig. 4(a)
shows the reconstruction of sculpture model without preproc essing while Fig. 4(b) with preprocessing. Fig. 4(c) shows the reconstruction of
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squirrel model without preprocessing while Fig. 4(d) with preprocessing.

(a) Reconstruction of sculpture model without preprocessing

(b) Reconstruction of sculpture model with preprocessing

(c) Reconstruction of squirrel model without preprocessing

(d) Reconstruction of squirrel model with preprocessing
Figure 4 Reconstruction results of the scattered point cloud data model before and after preprocessing
From Fig. 4, after preprocessing the scattered point cloud data, the reconstructed image has a high resolution and high accuracy. As the
proposed method uses SVLOF to filter and smooth the scattered point cloud data, the noise in scattered point cloud data is re duced to ensure the
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accuracy of reconstruction.
To verify the precision of the proposed method, the experiment of the parameters of time of modeling and extraction are carri ed out. The
experimental results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Comparison of reconstruction parameters before and after preprocessing of the scattered point cloud data
Model

Data
before
preprocessing/
MB

Sculpture
Squirrel

Data
after
preprocessing/
MB

712
2078

712
2078

Model
time/s

reconstruction

Modeling

Extraction

0.157
0.643

3.869
7.845

Maximum
error/mm
0.157
1.021

Average
error/mm
0.203
0.937

From Table 1, the proposed method can quickly reconstruct the scattered point cloud data, and the reconstruction error is sma ll.

4. Conclusions
In recent years, laser 3D imaging technology has been developing rapidly, becoming more mature, and expanding its application scope. It has been
applied to many fields, such as digital city, reverse engineering and so on. The data collected by the laser 3D imaging system is a large number of
scattered point cloud data. The separation of the objects with different attributes needs the point cloud data reconstruction. Therefore, the point cloud data
reconstruction is the key part of the point cloud data processing, and provides the basic information for the classification and recognition. A scattered point
cloud data reconstruction algorithm based on local convexity is proposed in this paper. Experimental results show that, the proposed method can
reconstruct the scattered point cloud data accurately, with high precision, small error, and low time consumption.
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